
Saga Forge 2020 example encounter

The party is travelling through the forest to get to a Temple before a cult does. While 
camping, an injured Troll is stalking and will attack them looking for food. This is 
intended to be a medium difficulty conflict encounter that can be ended or avoided in 
several ways.

 Other than the tall trees surrounding their campfire and a river they passed not 
too long ago (with a strong current) there is not much else of note in the 
encounter area. The trees do make ranged combat difficult (archers and magic) 
which works in the Trolls favour.

 As the Troll is seeking food it will approach the campsite stealthily looking to 
ambush the players. If they have a lookout they can avoid that. The trees will 
likely make it difficult to see the Troll approaching instead it is more likely a 
player on lookout will hear twigs snapping. For the Troll it would be ideal if a 
player went to investigate it.

 The Troll is non-territorial, hard of hearing, sensitive to light, and vulnerable to 
fire. As a result it will avoid getting too close to any campfires in the encounter. 
You should play this up in descriptions as the players can use it to their 
advantage. For example, arrows can be lit aflame to deal extra damage or the 
flames can be used to provide a bonus in trying to scare off the troll. If a party 
member is familiar with the species they know that they tend to travel in packs 
and are afraid of fire. 

 Because the Troll is motivated by hunger and desperation it is possible for the 
players to throw meat to the Troll to stop it. However the provisions the 
adventures have are unlikely to satisfy it, only temporarily calm it, after which it 
will attack again. The party can use the time the food buys them to:
1. Study the Troll: This troll has become injured and was abandoned by its 

pack. That is why its stats are weaker than a typical mighty troll (which 
makes for an exciting yet fair encounter) and why it is desperately hunting 
risky prey (the adventurers!). If anyone uses healing magic on it at this point 
it will be pacified and retreat back to the forest. 

2. To flee or prepare a coordinated attack against it to continue the conflict. 

In the end the survival of the party is paramount and any hunter-savvy characters can 
gather useful parts from the Troll if it is killed. However, how they treat the trees and 
creatures found in the forest will influence how the magical temple will receive them. 
Healing the troll garners the most favour, while killing it and then not taking any of its 
parts (ie wasting it) garners the least favour. A living troll may help fend off the cultists 
who are also trying to get to the temple, and using excessive noise may tip of the cult 
to their location.


